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1. Abstract 

Least change secant update strategies are derived that are compatible 

with algebraic systems of nonlinear equations arising when Galerkin 

procedures are applied to nonlinear elliptic boundary value problems. The 

resulting quasi-Newton procedures for solving the algebraic system of 

equations are observed to result in significant computational savings in 

experiments involving boundary value problems of one or two spatial 

variables. 

z. A llQ&tl Problem 

Consider the following nonlinear partial differential equation on a 

1 2 bounded open set n contained 1n either R or R • Let 

-Va(x,u)Vu = 0, X€0., 

u ( X ) = g ( X ) • X € on 
(1) 

Let v denote any function in an epsilon neighborhood about u , i.e., the 

function v must satisfy on 0. the inequality I lu-vl I <e:. Th~ partial 
00 

differential equation (1) is said to be elliptic if there exists an epsilon 

greater than zero and positive constants * a* and a 

functions v in an epsilon neighborhood about u 

* 0 < a $ a(x,v) $ c 
* 

such that for all 

(2) 

The ellipticity requirement (2) is not rigorous from the standpoint of 

partial differential equations, although it is sufficiently strong for the 

applications discussed below. 
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Inhomogeneous boundary conditions are imposed by the method suggested 

by Douglas and Dupont [l]. Let w denote a function contained in H~(D.), 

and let g denote a function contained in H1(n) which is an extension of g 

on do. Let the solution be written in the form 

u = w + g 

(3) 

In many applications, it 1s convenient to work with a projection of g, 

denoted G, that is contained in a finite dimensional approximating space 

The discussion of suitable approximating spaces and projection 

operators is beyond the scope of this work, and is found in Ciarlet [2]. 

A procedure for obtaining an approximate solution to (1) is the finite 

element method. A detailed description of Galerkin procedures for elliptic 

problems is presented by Ciarlet [2). In summary, the method determines an 

approximati9n W to the function w. The approximation W to the solution w 

is contained in a finite dimensional approximating space 

-with dimension n. Let {'P
1

,'P
2

, ... ,'i'n} denote a basis for 

M~(a)=Mh(a)nH~Ca) 

h M
0 

(n.), and assuoe 

that the functions 'P. have small support, 1.e., that the closure of the 
J 

subset of a where 'P. does not vanish is small. The approximation to Wis 
J 

written in terms of this set of basis functions as 

w = 

n 
\ 
L 

i=l 

i 
w 'P. 

l 

The approximate solution U is written as 

U = W + G 
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Given any function b contained in let A(c,d;b) denote a 

bilinear form mapping H1 (Q)xH~(Q) to R of the form 

A ( C, d; b) = J a ( X' b) 'i/ C • 'i/ d dx 

Q 
( 6) 

The approximate solution U is determined by forcing a variational equality 

h to hold for all functions V contained in M
0

(n). Let U satisfy 

A(U,V;U) = 0 

(7) 

Optimal orders of convergence for an approximation U determined by (7) are 

shown by Douglas and Dupont [3]. The analysis of [3] makes use of an 

associated bilinear form that is also useful in the present context. Given 

a function b contained in let B(c,d;b) denote 

mapping H1 (u)xH~(Q) to R of the form 

B(c,d;b) = J a ( x, b) 'ii c • 'i/ d dx + J c a ( x, b) 'i/ b • 'i/ d dx 
u 

Q Q 

a bilinear form 

( 8) 

The function a denotes the partial derivative of a(x,u) with respect to 
u 

the second variable. The ellipticity of (8) is shown by Douglas and 

Dupont. 

As the system of algebraic equations associated with (6) are 

nonlinear, the approximate solution U is obtained as the limit U* of a 

sequence {U 0 ,u1, •• , ,Uc,U+•.,,}. This sequence is in practice determined 

iteratively by a quasi-Newton method. Let the first term of the sequence 

be given by 
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Given the current approxination to the solution U , 
C 

(9) 

a new 

approximation U+ to the discrete solution U* is determined by a quasi-

Newton method. Newton's method is presented first. Let S denote the 

element of M~(.Q) '\,,'hich satisfies for all basis functions 'Pj of M~(!l) the 

equality 

B(S,'P.;U) = -A(U ,'i'.;U) 
· J C C J C 

(10) 

The ellipticity of B(c,d;b) guarantees that (10) possesses a unique 

solution. The new approximation U+ to the discrete solution U* is obtained 

from 

= u + s 
C 

(11) 

By the very construction of the Newton step S, the difference between an 

iterate U. and the interpolation G of g is constrained to be a member of 
l. 

h M
0

(.o.), as desired. The iteration suggested by (10) and (11) is Newton's 

method for this problem, and is designated by the letter N in the following 

discussion. The iterates U. exhibit q-quadratic convergence to the 
l 

discrete solution U*. Furthermore, in accordance with the results of 

Allgower and Bohner [4], the number of iterations required to satisfy a 

specified error tolerance is independent of the dimension of the 

approximating space M~(.Q.). 

There are two drawbacks associated with the N algorithm to obtain the 

lirr.iting discrete solution U*. The N method requires derivative 

calculations at each iteration of the algorithm, and also requires both the 
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factorization and the back substitution of a linear system of algebr..ic 

equations. Although the cost of derivative evaluation is often minimal for 

problems arising from Galerkin discretization techniques, the cost of 

solving the linear system associated with (10) 1s often prohibitive for 

calculations involving problems 1n two spatial variables. A fixed or 

stationary Newton algorithm, designated by the abbreviation FN, circumvents 

the need of repeated Jacobian factorizations after the initial iteration. 

The determination of the step 1n the FN algorithm is accoraplished by 

- A (U , 1i' . ; U ) 
C J C 

(12) 

Although the resulting scheme only requires a single matrix factorization 

to cor.1pute U*, the convergence rate is only q-linear. Due to the reduced 

rate of convergence, the FN algorithm is often too slow for practical 

computations. In many cases, the computational savings resulting from the 

reduction 1n linear algebra in the FN algorithra are offset by the large 

number of iterations required for convergence. 

A class of schemes that are designated as least change seca~t methods 

[5] can be applied to nonlinear systems of equations that arise from the 

Galerkin approximation (7) to (1). The least change secant methods for the 

solution of nonlinear systems of algebraic equations converge q-

superlinearly [5]. These methods are intended to augment FN schemes, as the 

derivative information contained in the Jacobian of the function is 

approximated by using the change in the function and the approximation to 

the Newton step. 

The least change secant methods must reduce the cor.:putational cost 

associated with the solution of the nonlinear system of algebraic equations 
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to be a practical alternative to the N or FN schemes. The least change 

secant procedures are often not a competitive alternative to the N or FN 

schemes for solving nonlinear systems of algebraic equations that arise 

from discretized nonlinear partial differential equations. The number of 

iterations required to obtain a specified accuracy is 1n many cases 

strongly dependent upon the dimension of the approximating space. This is 

illustrated by the computational results presented below. and is also 

consistent with the results of Griewank [6]. 

As the standard Broyden update [7] results 1n a dense linearized 

system of algebraic equations. the Schubert update formula [8]. designated 

by the letters SB for sparse Broyden. is usually applied to the discretized 

system of nonlinear equations. The SB algorithm requires the factorization 

of a matrix at each iteration. and does not result in any significant 

computational savings over the N algorithm, as the matrices containing the 

derivative 1nformation associated with the N scheme are easy to compute. A 

method which updates only the upper factor of a Doolittle [9] factorization 

of the associated Jacobian matrix is due to Dennis and Marwil [10]. This 

scheme is designated as the FB. representing factored Broyden, algorithm. 

The FB scheme has the potential in many cases of significantly reducing the 

computational cost, as only back substitution is required to solve the 

linear algebraic equations for the Newton step. Computational tests 

involving two dimensional compressible miscible displacement problems, 

however, indicate that the FB algorithm is uneconomic for nonlinear systems 

arising from hyperbolic systems of conservation laws [11]. 

The SB and the FB updates c:re defined in the following section. 

although the prerequisite nomenclature 1s introduced at this time. Let at 
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denote the pseudo-inverse of a scalar a, i.e., let 

ct= 1 if a;: 0 
a 

0 if C: 0 

(13) 

For any function W contained in M~(.Q.) that is written in terms of a basis 

-+ ( 1 2 n T in manner indicated in (4), let w denote the vector w ,w •••• ,w). For 

any map B(c,d) taking H1 (o.)xH~(O.) into Rand for any two basis functions 'Pi 

and 'Pj of M~(O.), let 

p . . = B ('P. • 'P . ) 
l J l J 

(14) 

-+ 
Let B denote a matrix with elements p ..• 

lJ 
-+ 

Finally, let b. denote the vector 
l 

(pil'Pi
1

, •••• pi1 )T which corresponds to the i'th row of the matrix B . 

.J.. Broyden .illlii. Broyden-Galerkin Methods 

Let 'P be an arbitrary elenent of M~(O.). Analogs of the SB and FB 

methods that are compatible with Ga lerkin procedures are developed by 

1 h 
introducing maps Bc(c.'f') and B+(c,'P) from H (Q)xH

0
(o.) into R that are an 

approximation to the bilinear forms used by the N algorithm. The maps 

Bc(c,'P) and B+(c,'P) are required to be linear with respect to their first 

argument c. 

Given 

B(c,'P;u ), 
C 

An initial approximation for B (c,'P) 
C 

the current approximation B (c,'P) 
C 

is obtained from (8). 

to the bi linear form 

an approximation to the Newton step is calculated from the 

standard formula. For all basis functions 'P. the quasi-Newton step S must 
J 

satisfy 
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B (S,'i' .) = - A(U ,'P .;U) 
C J C J C 

After obtaining U + from u 
C 

via 

(15) 

(11) and evaluating a new nonlinear 

residual, a new approximation B+ to the true bilinear form is obtained from 

an update function F of the form 

B+ = F ( B , S, A(U+,'i'. ;U+) , A(U ,'i'. ;U ) ) 
C J C J C 

(16) 

The new approximation to the true bilinear form that is generated by the 

update function F is required to satisfy a weak secant condition. The weak 

form of the secant condition requires that the updated map B+(c,d) satisfy 

h for all basis functions 'i'j of M
0

(o) the equality 

B (S,'i' .) = A(U ,t.F .;U) - A(U ,'i' .;U) 
+ J + J+ C JC 

(17) 

A Broyden-Galerkin update, designated as the BG update, 1s derived 

using the methodology used by Griewank [6]. The derivation is undertaken 

in two space variables. Let d., e., and f. denote functions in HO(Q), c be 
J J J 

an arbitrary element of H~(n). and 'i'j be a basis function for M~(n). Let 

C(c.t.F.) 
J = I d . V c • V 'P . dx T c [ ( e . , f . ) • \I 'P . ] dx 

J J J J J 

Q Q (18) 

The choice of C(c,'l'.) is suggested by the bilinear form (8). Letting aj 
J 

denote an appropriate constant, a Broyden-Ga lerkin update function F BG is 

defined by 
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B (c,'f'.) 
+ J 

= B (c,'f' .) + ex J C(c,'f' .) 
C J J 

(19) 

The constant c:J is chosen so that the weak secant condition (17) lS 

satisfied. Using the constant CtJ obtained from the Newton condition (15) 

and the weak secant condition 07), a Broyden-Galerkin update formula is 

written as 

= B (c,'1'.) + A(U ,If. ;U ) C(S,'f'.) t C(c,'i'.) 
CJ + J+ J J 

(20) 

The weak secant condition (17) is satisfied by (20) if and only if C(S,'f'.) 
J 

is not equal to zero or the residual A(U ,'i'.;U ) is zero. 
+ J + 

Define the annihilator subset of coefficient functions to be the 

subset of coefficient functions d .• e.' and f. appearing 1.n (18) which 
J J J 

result in the condition that C(S,'P.) ~ 0. Using the arguments of Griewank 
J 

[6], the coefficient functions d .• e . • and f. are chosen to be the 
J J J 

orthogonal complement of the annihilator subset of coefficient functions. 

If the coefficient functions are chosen such that dj = - S, ej = f, and 

f j = f• the correction map C(c,'3\) would be identically equal to,zero, and 

the weak secant condition (17) would not in general hold. Si~ilarly, if d. 
J 

is set equal to zero, e. = ~. and f. = - ~. the correction map C(c,'f'.) 
J oy J ox J 

would also be equal to zero. The triple (d.,e.,f.) used in the Broyden-
J J J 

Galerkin update schet1e is chosen to be the orthogonal cor;iplenent of the 

space spanned by 
if£.if£. 

(0,
0
y,-dx)' and is calculated using the 

cross product for the case of two spatial variables. Using the values of 

d., e., and f. obtained in this r:ianner, the correction map C(c,'i'.) is given 
J J J J 

by 
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C ( c • 'i' . ) = Jr ( V S • V 't' . ) ( V c • V 'i' . ) dx + Jr 
J J J 

c S ( V 'i' . • V 't' . ) dx 
J J_ 

0. Q. 
(21) 

The relationship between the SB and BG updates is explored in depth 

for one space variable problems. The Jacobian associated with the quasi-

Newton method is tridiagonal in this case. Let Mj denote a weighting 

matrix with elements rf.k· A weighted Schubert update formula is given for 

~ 

each row of the approximate Jacobian B by 

(22) 

For simplicity, the weighting matrix l·lJ is defined only for indices 

for which j;z:l or j;z:n, although an extension for the indices involving 

boundary terms is straight forward. Let n denote the dimension of the 

approximating space, and assume that a unifonn partition is applied to a 

domain (O, l). 
-1 

The mesh size in this example is (n+l) • For restrictions 

to tridiagonal matrices, the elements pj are set to zero unless they are 
i,k 

contained in the 3x3 subrnatrix 1) centered about p~ . • For the SB update 
s J. J 

function FSB derived by Schubert [8] , the submatrix M~ is set to 1
3

, where 

I denotes the m-dimensional identity matrix. 
m 

For a BG update function 

FBG' the submatrix M~ is given by 

1 2 1 (n+l) 2 
3 +(n+l) 

6 
0 

MJ 1 (n+l) 2 2 2 1 2 
= 3 +2(n+l) (n+l) 

s 6 6 
1 . 2 1 2 

0 --(n-rl) 3 + (n+l) 
6 

( 23) 

Any algorithm utilizing the BG update strategy requires a matrix 

factorization at each iteration. Matrix factorizations account for a 

majority percentage of the computational cost associated with obtaining an 
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approximate solution. To be competitive with the FN scheme, or in many 

cases even the N algorithm, an update strategy must avoid matrix 

factorizations. Matrix factorizations are theoretically avoided if the 

proper test functions ek spanning M~(Q.) are used ir. conjunction with the 

Galerkin procedure. The test functions are written as a linear combination 

of the basis functions~- as 
J 

n 

ek = I elZ ~ j 
j=l 

( 24) 

The solution of the linear system associated with a quasi-Newton method 

avoids matrix factorizations if the following equality holds for all pairs 

of indices such that i<k. Let the test functions ek be chosen such that 

Approximations to the coefficients e3 
k 

are 

(25) 

obtained using the Doolittle 

factorization of the Jacobian at the initial guess, i.e., from the 

requirement that for all indices i<k, that 

B (~. , e, ; u
0

) = 0 
1 K 

(26) 

Condition (26) is in practice enforced algebraicly without forming the 

functions E\· 

If the BG update 1s used to update the approximation to the Jacobian 

matrix, condition (25) is not enforced, An update which satisfies (25) is 

defined below. Let subdomains Ok of the region !l be defined using the 
s 

supports of the basis functions ek. Let 
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°"k = n -
k-1 

u 
j =l 

supp ( e . ) 
J 

Let a factored correction map Cf(c,ek) be given by 

= r 
J 
°"k 

r 
J 
°"k 

( 27) 

( 28) 

A factored Broyden-Galerkin update function FFBG' designated as the FBG 

strategy, is given by the formula 

(29) 

The relationship bet.,ieen the FB and FBG updates 1s explored in depth 

for one space variable problems. The Jacobian matrix associated with the 

quasi-Ne\vton method 1s upper bidiagonal in this case. -+k 
Let Mf denote a 

weighting matrix with elements k 
P· .. l,J 

A weighted Schubert update formula is 

given for each row of the approximate Jacobian by 

(30) 

For simplicity, the weighting matrix Hk is defined only for indices 
f 

for which j~l or j~n, although the extension for indices involving boundary 

terms is strsight forward. Once again, a domain (0, 1) is assumed to be 

uniformly partitioned with a nesh size of (n+l)-l, where n is the dimension 

h k 
of 1-1

0
<.o). For restrictions to bidiagonal matrices, the elements P· . are 

l,J 

set to zero unless they are contained in the 2x2 submatrix M:f containing 

the elements uk uk pk and pk For the FB update fk,k' fk+l,k" k,k+l. k+l,k+l. 

function FFB derived by Dennis and Marwil, the 

For the FBG update function FFBG' the submatrix 
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1 2 
3 + (n+l) 

= 
1 (n+1)2 
6 

l (n+l )2 
6 

l 2 
3 +(n+l) 

(31) 

In computational implenentations the functions ek are not formed. as all 

the manipulations involving a change of basis are undertaken algebraicly 

using the Doolittle factorization at the initial guess. The FB and FBG 

updates require the solution of only a single lower triangular and a single 

upper triangular system per iteration. 

~. Computational Results 

The BG and FBG update strategies out lined above are applied to both 

one and two space variable elliptic boundary value problems. The N, FN, SB 

and FB update algorithms are also used in the computations for the purposes 

of comparison. The first test problem is 

(32) 

The second test problem is 

-v'uvu=O 

(33) 

The fin a 1 test problem lS 

2 
0 - vu Vu = 

(34) 

The nonlinearity of the first t,10 examples lS the most severe that 

extensive computational experience indicates arise in practice. The 

nonlinearities in the final problem are much more severe than would be 
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encountered in practice. 

The approximating space M~ is chosen to be c0 linears in the one space 

variable calculations and the tensor product of c0 linears for the two 

space variable problems. The domain is the interval (0,1) for one space 

variable problems, and the square (O,l)x(O,l) for two space variable 

examples. A uniform partition with n+l elements 1n one dimensional 

examples or (n+l )x(n+l) elements in two space variables is used. The 

resulting approximating spaces have a dimension of n and 2 
n • 

respectively. For one space variable calculations, the boundary condition 

g(x) is taken to be 

g ( X ) : 1 0 0 + 80 0 X 

( 3 5) 

For two space variable calculations, the boundary condition g(x,y) 1s 

calculated froo 

g ( X, y) : ( 10 + 20 X ) ( 10 + 20 y ) 

(36) 

Pointwise interpolation is used to calculate the function G from g. The 

inner product (6) 1.s calculated using an element by element quadrature 

scheme which evaluates the nonlinear weight at the center of the grid block 

and performs the intergrations involving basis functions exactly. The 

Jacobian is initialized using exact derivatives. The convergence test 

forces the residual of the solution in the weighted energy norm to be less 

than sone specified quantity. This test is natural to use in physical 

applications, as the weighted energy norm of the residual is in general· 

related to a material balance error. In the exa~ples below, the 
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-5 convergence tolerance is set to 10 • 

One space variable calculations are undertaken using values of n+l 

ranging from 32 to 1024 for problems one and two. and from 2 to 64 for 

problem 3. The number of iterations required for convergence for various 

update strategies are reported in Tables 1-3 for problems one through 

three, respectively. An tabular entry of *** indicates nonconvergence of 

an algorithm. Two space variable calculations are undertaken using values 

of (n+l)x(n+l) ranging from 2x2 to 32x32 for all three problems. The number 

of iterations required for convergence are reported in Tables 4-6 for 

problems one through three. respectively. 

The following trends are evident in Tables 1-6. The BG update 

strategy performs significantly better than the SB update scheme for all 

test problems. The BG update strategy always performs significantly better 

that the FN algorithm in terms of the number of iterations. The FBG update 

performs better than the FB update in one space variable. although the 

reverse is true for two space variable problems. Furthermore. the factored 

versions in most cases perform better than the versions requirin~ a matrix 

factorization at each step. indicating that significant computational 

savings are accomplished in two ways. Not only are costly matrix 

factorizations avoided. but the convergence in the factored versions is in 

general faster. Lastly, the only algorithms which appear to obey an 

invariance relationship with respect to discretization size are the N and 

FN algorithms. 
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2. Cone lus ions 

The following conclusions can be drawn from the computational results 

presented in this investigation: 

1) The BG update strategy derived above for non linear equations arising 

from the application of the finite element method to nonlinear 

elliptic problems is superior to the standard Schubert update scheme. 

2) Factored update schemes work well for problems of this type. Factored 

update schemes result in significant computational savings over 

unfactored procedures. It is conjectured that the retention of the 

lower factor of the original Jacobian matrix in the factored schemes 

retains some of the structure of the nonlinear problem that is lost in 

the unfactored algorithms. 

3) The FBG update scheme as presented above works well in one space 

variable but not in two space variables. The FBG update as presented 

for two space variables is not correct, but should indicate the 

direction to take to find a correct update strategy. 

4) The BG and FBG updates do not have the desired property of mesh 

invariance. The BG and FBG update schemes are also dependent upon the 

basis chosen for the finite dimensional approximating space. It is 

conjectured that a basis independent update strategy is required for 

wesh invariance. 
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Table l 

Number of Iterations Versus 
Number of Elements for Test 

Problem One in One Space Variable 

Update Number of Elements 

32 64 128 256 512 1024 

N 4 4 4 4 4 4 

FGB 10 9 10 10 10 10 

GB 11 13 15 16 18 19 

FB 10 12 14 16 18 20 

SB 21 22 24 38 36 45 

FN 19 19 19 19 19 19 

Table 2 

Number of Iterations Versus 
lfomber of Elements for Test 

Problem Two in One Space Variable 

Update Number of Elements 

32 64 128 256 512 1024 

N 5 5 5 5 5 5 

FGB 10 13 13 14 14 17 

GB 17 19 23 27 37 43 

FB 14 17 19 24 29 37 

SB 45 51 *** 167 *** *** 

FN 61 62 63 63 63 63 
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Table 3 

Number of Iterations Versus 
Number of Elements for Test 

Problem Three in One Space Variable 

Update Number of Elements 

2 4 8 16 32 64 

N 7 7 7 7 7 7 

FGB 6 10 17 16 24 *** 

GB 6 10 18 *** *** *** 

FB 6 14 19 *** *** *** 

SB 6 12 24 *** *** *** 

FN *** *** *** *** *** *** 

Table 4 

Number of Iterations Versus 
Number of Elements for Test 

Problem One in Two Space Variables 

Update Number of Elements 

2x2 4x4 8x8 16xl6 32x32 

N 5 5 5 4 4 

FGB 4 6 7 8 10 

GB 4 6 7 8 9 

FB 4 7 7 8 8 

SB 4 7 7 9 10 

FN 7 10 11 11 11 
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Table 5 

Number of Iterations Versus 
Number of Elements for Test 

Problem Two in Two Space Variables 

Update Number of Elements 

2x2 4x4 8x8 l 6xl6 32x32 

N 6 6 6 6 5 

FGB 4 8 8 10 12 

GB 4 7 8 9 11 

FB 4 e 9 10 10 

SB 4 8 9 11 14 

FN 9 12 14 14 14 

Tab le 6 

Number of Iterations Versus 
Number of Elements for Test 

Problem Three in Two Space Variables 

Update Number of Elements 

2x2 4x4 8X8 16Xl6 32X32 

N 0 8 8 8 7 ., 

FGB 6 13 15 40 *** 

GB 6 12 14 17 22 

FB 6 13 17 23 29 

SB 6 14 21 35 64 

rn 26 156 *** *** *** 
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